ABSTRACT Nonlinear data smoothers provide a practical method of finding smooth traces for data confounded with possibly long-tailed or occasionally "spikey" noise. While they are natural tools for analyzing time-series data, they can be applied to any data set for which a sequencing order can be established. Their resistance to the effects of unsupported extreme observations and their ability to respond rapidly to well-supported patterns make them valuable as tools for finding patterns not constrained to specific parametric form and as versatile data-cleaning algorithms. is paper defines some robust nonlinear smoothers that have performed well in 
well-supported patterns make them valuable as tools for finding patterns not constrained to specific parametric form and as versatile data-cleaning algorithms. is paper defines some robust nonlinear smoothers that have performed well in Monte-Carlo trials and makes brief recommendations based upon that study. Much of data analysis, and practically all of exploratory data analysis, consists of looking for patterns in data. Frequently the underlying pattern is obscured by measurement error and other "noise." Extracting the pattern can be difficult, especially when this noise has a long-tailed distribution. Data patterns are frequently expected to be smooth; i.e., each data point well supported by the points in its vicinity. This can happen in several ways. A point can be atabout the same level as its neighbors, or it can be consistent with changes at a steady or steadily changing rate. If there is a jump, the points on either side of it -can be supported on one side. Peaks can be supported by a consistent trend up to and down from the top. However, a small number of extreme data points not otherwise supported will often be best considered not to be part of the pattern.
These deliberately vague definitions implicitly define noise as the extent of any excursion insufficiently supported in its vicinity, and suggest seeking data smoothers resistant to influence by noise with occasional "spikes" or a long-tailed distribution. Such 
Once an application of running medians has removed outliers, it is safe to apply linear smoothers. These are usually weighted running means. They are defined, for v = 2u + 1, by
For even length, v = 2u, the smoother uses v + 1 data points, but the outer weights are reduced (typically by a factor of %k for symmetric weights).
Some special running means are used often enough to deserve names. One of these is the running mean of length 3 with weights '/, i, Y4, called hanning (after J. von Hann, who liked to use it) and denoted H.
A more sophisticated weighted running mean, the cosine bell of length v, has weights Wlv/21+ I-i = WI(y+ 1)/2J+i = 1 + COS ((V/7+ i)'
Cosine bell running means can be used with linear smoothers to reduce the size of the side lobes in the transfer function. They have a similar effect when incorporated in nonlinear smoothers, and are often used to "taper" the robust smoothers, defined below.
Robust theory
The robust M-estimate of location, discussed in (ref. 1) and (ref.
2), suggests a general form that encompasses both the above smoothers and a class of adaptive robust nonlinear smoothers. These behave like linear smoothers in the presence of shorttailed noise, but like robust nonlinear smoothers in the presence of long-tailed noise.
The M-smoothed, T-tapered sequence $Zt I would be the sequence of solutions at each t of [ 
